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SEISMIC ENGINEERING FOR AN EXPANDED TRITIUM FACILITY
AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABOIUTORY
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Abstract
An existing complex of three concrete and masomy shear wall buildings will be
integrated into an expanded tritium facility for neutron tube target loading. Known as
the NTI’L Project, the expanded plant is a major element of the Department of Energy’s
tritium program at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. This paper describes seismic
evaluation and upgrade modifications for the 1950’s concrete shear wall building; dritl
analyses of two 1980’s CMU shear wall buildings; design of a new CMU shear wall
building linking existing structures and providing personnel change room services; and
design of a new steel fkame building housing HVAC, electrical power, and
communication equipment for the complex. AU buildings are closely adjacent. Drifi
analysis to establish separation to prevent pounding is a major seismic engineering
concern for the project.
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Introduction

This paper describes seismic engineering conducted during the definitive design phase for the
Neutron Tube Target Loading (NTTL) Project at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
Design was completed in CY 1996 and construction was begun in CY 1997. It is expected the
expanded NTTL facilities will be operational in CY 1998. The project is under direction of the
Facilities, Security and Stieguards Division of LANL. A/E design sefices and project
management setices for configuration control during construction are provided by the Los
Alamos Core Team of Merrick & Company.
An overall floor plan for the expanded NTTL facility is shown in Figure 1. Building 45o
~ is an existing reinforced concrete building with a basement floor 3.9m (13 R) below grade
having plan dimensions of 10.2m (34 R)by33.6m(112
ft.). There are two roof heights at the
first floor, 3.6m (12 f-l.)and 6.3m (21 ft.) separated by a 2.7m (9 ft.) deep spandrel supported by
the walls. The perimeter walls together with monolithic concrete floor and roof slabs form the
shear wall system that resists lateral and vertical seismic loads. The building was constructed in
1951.
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Figure 1. Overall floor plan for expanded tritium facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Buildings 205 and 205A are existing buildings of reitiorced concrete masonry shear wall
construction. They were constructed in the 1980’sto house the present tritium engineering
operations at LANL. The primary purpose for including these structures in the NTTL project
was to evaluate drifi under postulated seismic loads. This information was used in setting
clearances between the new change room addition and the existing buildings.
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The Change Room Addition links the three existing buildings at the site and provides
change room and entrance lobby space for operations personnel. This is a new building
constructed with reinforced concrete masonry perimeter shear walls tied together with a
reinforced concrete roof diaphragm supported on steel decking and bar joists. Interior gypsum
board partitions were used as shear walls to carry seismic forces fi-omthe ceiling and ceilingmounted equipment to the ground.
Mechanical and electrical equipment servicing NTTL are installed in the Mechanical/
Electrical Equipment Room (MEER) addition. This is a pre-engineered metal building
constructed over a slab-on-grade foundation. Because it is closely adjacent to the Change Room
and Building 450, the steel structure of the MEER is designed to the same level of seismic
demand applied to the adjacent concrete and masonry structures.
The controlling design criteria were given in DOE-STD-1O2O (DOE, 1994) and ASCE 486 (ASCE, 1986). Normalized site response spectra were provided by LANL through their
structural design standards (LANL, 1995). Peak ground acceleration was established at 0.3 lg for
the project. These together formed the design basis earthquake (DBE) for the NTTL site. The
DBE was established from an extensive seismic hazards evaluation conducted by LANL (Wong,
1995).
Existing Building 450

This building is classified as Performance Category 3 (PC-3) for natural phenomenon hazard
(NH-I) design. The PC-3 target seismic petiormance goals are occupant safety, continued
operation and hazard confinement in the case of a 10,000 year return period earthquake (DOE,
1995). Following is a description of evaluation of earthquake response and acceptance criteria
for Building 450, and the upgrades required to meet current code criteria. An unusual
requirement was to restore strength at new openings in walls for an emergency exit and for
HVAC duct penetrations. Details of the wall reinforcing are described.
Seismic Analysis
Critm”a

-

Seismic evaluation of Building 450 was conducted following DOE-STD-1 020. Acceptance
criteria are that scaled inelastic seismic demand plus concurrent non-seismic demand must be
less than code capacity. This requirement is stated as follows:
DNS+ (SF)x Jk@P

s cc

where D~~is the concurrent non-seismic demand, SF is a scale factor equal to 1.0 for PC-3
structures, D~10is the elastic seismic demand at 10!!Odamping determined from a dynamic
analysis, Fp is an inelastic absorption factor applied to members, and CCis the code-based
capacity. Since no allowance was made for inelastic response, F# was taken as 1.0.

(1)

DOE-STD-1 020 through referenced codes requires the following load combinations for
ultimate strength analysis:
U=l.4D+

(2)

1.7L+ 1.7H

(3)

U= D+ L’+E/Fp
where D is dead load, L is design live load including snow load, His static soil load, L’ is
realistic live load consewatively taken as L, and E is seismic load including dynamic soil load.
Seismic mass included the dead weight of structure plus ten percent for permanent attachments.
No live load was included in the seismic mass since the first floor is not designated as a storage
area.
Soil - structure interactions (SS1) have been found to be insignificant for buildings at
LANL founded on undisturbed tuff. This is the case for Building 450. Potential frequency
shifting as a result of SS1 was provided for by broadening peaks of DBE response spectra to
encompass frequencies of fimdamental modes.
StickModel

Stick modeling procedures described in ASCE 4 were used to capture the mass and stiffhess
characteristics of Building 450. Figure 2 shows the stick model features. Beam elements were
used to represent each major structural element including walls, columns, spandrel bemq
combined floor beams and slab, and combined roof beams and slab. Custommy stick modeling
procedures were extended to include out-of-plane flexibilities of the roof and floor systems. The
model provided usefid demand loads for vertical as well as lateral seismic input.
Code-specified, concrete, modulus of elasticity was reduced by 25% to account for
cracking, as recommended by the ASCE working group (LLNL, 1993). Moment releases were
specified at roof beam to wall comections and at floor beam to wall connections. This was done
due to the lack of sufficient dowels and embedment lengths required by modern codes to carry
dead load moments at these locations.
Static, dynamic and seismic response spectrum analyses were conducted using the R,ISA3D program. The output of computer runs were combined in spread sheets developed in MS
Excel to calculate total demand on each element for the load combinations given in Equations 2
and 3.
Resul@

Fifty modes were sufficient to include more than 95’%0of mass in the dynamic analysis. In both
lateral directions there were two dominant adjacent modes which captured 80V0 of mass. Vertical
mass participation was spread over several separated modes. More than half of the important
modes were at frequencies above 10 Hz. The significance of this is discussed in the following
section.
With one exception all demand/capacity ratios (WC) were less than 1.0, as required by
Equation 1. Capacities were determined from current national consensus codes referenced in
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DOE-STD-1O2O, including those of the American Concrete Institute and the Uniform Building
Code. DOE-STD-1O2O recommends using strength propeflies for existing components at 95%
exceedance levels. Accordlngly, concrete compressive strength was taken as 15.8 MPa (2,290
psi) based on results of a condition survey conducted on the building.

Figure 2. Stick model of Building 450. Wheel symbols at supports indicate locked rotational
degrees of freedom.

As mentioned above, Building 450 was constructed in 1951. Typical for many concrete
buildings designed and constructed the~ gravity loads were the main consideration. This is
reflected in the detailing of reinforcement which shows ve~ little continuity at intersections of
structural elements. Also, chord reinforcement for roof and floor diaphragms and at the ends of
shear walls is minimal. Nevertheless, the evaluation shows that structural petiormance is up to
the NTTL seismic criteria except for the first floor shear connection at the west wall. The D/C
ratio at this location was made less than 1.0 by iniilling an existing floor opening to increase the
effective length of the connection.

Strengthening

New Wall Openings

In order to provide HVAC service and an emergency exitway it was necessary to cut three new
large openings in the existing outside walls of Building 450. The walls are 305 mm (12 inches)
thick and have two curtains of #4 steel reitiorcing bars at 305 mm (12 inches) on center each
way. A “large opening” was defined as one causing one or more reinforcing bars in either or
both directions to be severed. Finished opening sizes are 508x 1118 mm (1’-8” x 3’-8”) and 1092
x 2438 mm (3’-7” x 8’-0”) for HVAC ducting. The finished opening size for the emergency
exitway is 1930 x 2197 mm (6’-4” x 7’-2 %“).
NTTL project criteria did not permit cutting any wall openings involving severed
reitiorcement without restoring the strength of the wall. FQure 3 shows typical details of how
this was done (Ringo, 1996). The tubular steel perimeter fiarne is connected to exposed existing
reinforcing bar by welding. Out-of-plane bending forces in the wall are collected as torsion in the
frame member on one side of the opening, carried to the opposite side by bending of adjacent
perpendicular members, then re-distributed to the wall again by torsion. It is essential that steel
hning members are efficient in torsion and the comer joints are mitered and carefblly welded.
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Figure 3. Details for strengthening at new wall openings to restore out-of-plane bending
capacity.
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This procedure was developed by Professor Boyd C. Ringo, P.E. It has been used widely
by one major manufacturer in facilities requiring retrofit of concrete floor slabs to accommodate
new openings for machinery and material handling equipment. Because of this successful
application the procedure was considered proven technology for the NTTL project.
Existing Buildings 205 and 205A

Figure 1 shows the general arrangement of Building 205. The building is classified as
Performance Category three (PC-3). All perimeter walls are constructed of 200 mm (8 inch)
concrete masonry units (CMU) reinforced and filly grouted in every third cell. An exception is
the north partition wall in the low bay area which is constructed of 300 mm (12 inch) CMU. The
‘ two levels of roof are constructed of precast, prestressed, double-T concrete beams. Connections
between roof beams and walls are by matching steel plates embedded in T-beams and walls.
Details follow industry standards for this type of construction.
A recent study conducted by LANL concluded that several structural upgrades to Building
205 were necessary to meet PC-3 seismic criteria. These include a 75 mm (3 inch) thick
lightweight, reinforced, concrete topping on the roof beams connected continuously to the
perimeter shear walls. Modeling the building for seismic analysis proceeded with the upgraded
configuration.
Building 205A construction is similar to Building 205. Main differences are that the CMU
walls are fi,dlygrouted and reinforced and roof-to-wall connections are more robust. The LANL
study concluded that building 205A complies with PC-3 criteria.
Seismic Analysis

Seismic analysis of Building 205 was conducted primarily to estimate maximum lateral drift
toward the NTTL Change Room Addition in the event of a DBE. Figure 4 shows the stick model
used for this purpose.
The building was partitioned into nineteen shear walls connected at the top with a rigid,
weightless framework in the plane of the roof to simulate a rigid diaphragm. A rigid roof
diaphragm was assumed based on the plans for upgrading described above. Roof mass was
lumped at the trusswork node points to account for in-plane mass moment of inertia of the roof
It was also assumed that response to vertical acceleration will not contribute to lateral drifl at the
roof level. For this reason out-of-plane flexibility of the roof was not modeled.
Building 205A was analyzed in a manner similar to that used for Building 205. Roof level
drift values computed for each building, including soil compliance at footings, are less than 7
mm (1/4 inch).
For Building 205, twenty modes were sufficient to include 100% of mass in the dynamic
analysis. Response computations by RISA-3D were done using the square root of sum of squares
(SRSS) method of modal combination modified by the complete quadratic combination (CQC)
procedure to accommodate closely spaced modes. Of the six most important modes, five were at
frequencies above 10 Hz. Kemedy concludes that the in-phase tendencies of these higher
7

frequency modes can lead to unconsewative results in response spectrum analysis when
SRS!VCQC procedures for combining modes are used (Kemedy, 1994). He states the Gupt~ or
a similar method, of modal combinations should be used when the dynamic model contains more
than one significant mode at a frequency higher than that associated with the peak region of the
response spectrum. These methods are described by Kennedy in his paper. The Gupta method
has been adopted for inclusion in the revised version of ASCE 4, now in publication where it is
referred to as the general modal combination (GMC) rule.

Figure 4. Stick model of Building 205. Rigid roof diaphragm is represented by a framework of
rigid, weightless members. Roof mass is distributed proportionately among nodes.
Circled numbers correspond to walls in Table 1.

Comparison

of Modal Combination

Procedures

To determine the difference in seismic response values for SRSS/CQC and GMC methods of
modal combination, the RISA-3D model of Building 205 was also run on SAP 2000. This
program was recently revised to include the GMC option. Results are given in Table 1. In-plane
wall shears follow the trend described by Kennedy. The SRSS/CQC method leads to
significantly unconsemative values for total base shear and for in-plane shear for most of the
first level walls, all of which are at the building supports. For the upper level walls away from
supports, the SRSS/CQC method of modal combination leads to significant conse~atism.
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Table 1. Comparison of in-plane wall shear and base shear for Building 205 for two
methods of modal combination in response spectrum analysis.

WALL

GMC

CQC

GMC+CQC

1

147(33)

120(27)

1.22

2

I 320(72)

I 258(58)

3

151(34)

125(28)

1.21

4

596(134)

485(109)

1.23

5

209(47)

236(53)

.89

6

378(85)

391(88)

.97

7

151(34)

147(33)

1.03

8

133(30)

108(24)

1.25

9

418(94)

334(75)

1.25

10

236(53)

191(43)

1.23

11

578(130)

498(1 12)

1.16

12

556(125)

516(116)

1.08

13

436(98)

414(93)

1.06

14

98(22)

93(21)

1.05

15

80(18)

85(19)

.94

16

165(37)

205(46)

.80

17

258(58)

298(67)

.87

18

200(45)

245(55)

.82

19

125(28)

173(39)

.72

I

=

I

GMC General modal combination rule of
ASCE 4 Revised
CQC

1.24

Complete quadratic combination
variation of SRSS
X-DIR

I

GMC

I

CQC

I

I

1988 (447)

I

1708 (384)

I

I

GMC

I

CQC

I

1699 (382)

I

1312 (295)

GMC (29%-)

@)Total base shear, kN (kips)

(a) In-plane wall shear, kN (kips)

GMC, the Gupta method of ASCE 4 Revised, is the proper method of modal combination
for response spectra analysis of structures with important mode frequencies above 10 Hz. The
availability of GMC in commercial software makes this a practical requirement.
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New Change Room Addition

This single story building includes both PC-2 and PC-3 areas. The south corridor and adjoining
room and airlock are PC-3 and the remainder of the area is operationally PC-2. All structures in
the building are designed to PC-3 criteria. Detailed design of the CMU shear walls using
ultimate strength procedures was greatly facilitated by the CMD94 computer program (CMACN,
1996).
Seismic analysis was performed using stick modeling techniques described above for
Buildings 450 and 205. The building is very stiff, having a minimum modal frequency of about
22 Hz. Calculated maximum drift is less than 1.0 mm (0.04 inches). Ten modes were sufficient
to include more than 98°Aof the mass.
The Change Room Addition is supported on continuous spread footings eve~here
except adjacent to Building 450. The backfill here was not adequate for foundation pressures,
and piers drilled to competent tuff and capped with grade beams were used for shear wall
support. This design is adequate for vertical loads but could not resist lateral loading. For this
purpose the floor slab was designed as a rigid diaphragm to transfer lateral seismic loads at the
base of the walls to other foundation elements.
Partition walls were designed to fbnction as shear walls to cm-q ceiling and lateral
seismic loads to the ground. The technology base which made this feasible was developed by the
American Iron and Steel Institute in recently-completed testing of steel studs and gypsum board
shear-walls (A.ISI, 1996, and Serrett, 1996). This worlq together with low D/C ratios, and
additional attention to edge and field attachment details for the gypsum board, led to an adequate
design.
From the above discussion of modal combination methods for Building 205 it is clear the
Change Room Addition and Building 450 are also candidates for GMC. Shear-walls are all at the
building supports and all of the important horizontal modes have frequencies well above 10 HZ.
The CQC method can be expected to show unconservative results for these members.
However, the horizontal response spectra with peaks extended to account for
soilhtructure interaction resulted in wall loads at least 50°/0higher than those for unaltered
spectra. Assuming GMC increases over CQC are about the same as for Building 205 leaves
about 25°/0margin to account for soilkucture interaction. Since only insignificant SS1 effects
for NTTL buildings are expected, this margin is considered adequate. A similar argument applies
for Building 450.
New Mechanical/Electrical

Equipment

Room Addition

The MEER is a pre-engineered, metal frame, building designed to PC-3 criteria. The PC-3
requirement is due to proximity to Building 450 and the new Change Room Addition making it
necessary to impose close limits on lateral seismic drift. Compliance with the NTTL seismic
criteria for the buildlng superstructure design was accomplished through a specification
imposing the standards and design basis earthquake described above in the introduction. The
specification was levied upon the metal building manufacturer who provided the requisite design
and fabrication semices.
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